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The ICG Approach
The Right ERP System Leads to Business Growth!
Your ERP System is the “One Source of Truth” and
the hub for ALL other systems. With decades of
hands-on manufacturing and business experience,
ICG doesn’t just implement strategies and processes
—we believe in them and make sure you do too.
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Introduction
Roger Weidel – Decades of experience with:
• Implementing ERP Applications
• Implementing ERP Workflow Solutions
• Delivering Training on ERP Applications
• Managing Professional Services
• Optimizing ERP Implementations
• Account Management for North America and EMEA
• Selling ERP Products – Cloud and On Premise
• Selling ERP & Technical Professional Services
• Attended the first Fourth Shift User Conference in
Chicago…in 1985
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NOW SEEMS LIKE AN ODD TIME TO BE LOOKING AT
CHANGING YOUR ERP, RIGHT?
Now is the Time!
“We knew we had reached the peak of “the boom” and the industry was on the way back to
normal. What we didn’t account for was how quick the down swing would be. Will business drop
significantly and/or large customers stop doing business with us (and everyone else), and worse
cancelling existing orders.“
Look at the Business
This is the perfect time to take a step back and really look at the business. Where are we?
Where do we want to be? Where do we excel? What areas do we lack in? What could we be
doing that we aren’t currently?
Honest and Open Dialog
This is the time to sit down and have open dialog about the present state and future goals of
the company. You want to grow and thrive. You want to expand into new markets. But how do
you get there?
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Evaluate Your Existing System
What are the features you aren’t currently using that you should be? Are there modules or
customizations you could purchase that would help meet your goals?
Manual and Outdated?
Is your existing “system” a collection of spreadsheets labeled as an ERP system?
Live with it?
Has it become more about living with limitations or work arounds vs. significant improvements
that get you where you need to be?
Data Drives Information – KPIs
Do you live in a rows and columns world? Not real-time, order status, order costs, multiple
manual screens that cannot consolidate key business metrics onto a single pane of glass?

Does your ERP accelerate your business?
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Change is Necessary
Making the Decision to Move

Obtain C-level buy-in and
sponsorship
Make your wish list / requirements
list – THIS IS YOUR NEW SYSTEM!
Consider hiring an experienced
professional to assist
Map out your processes
Take an honest look at the business
strengths and weaknesses
Be realistic on implementation time 8 months, 12 Months, 18 months?
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Key Decision Points
Cloud vs On Premise?
Technology – Infrastructure, Platform &
Security?
Single integrated solution or Best of Breed?
Multiple phases or all functionality at once?
Are there key applications you retain?
Who will be your Project Manager?
How to staff your Implementation?
How will you backfill key personnel?
How long do you want this to take?
What will your budget be?
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Change Management
Not everyone will go along for the
ride
Job functions and responsibilities can,
and probably will, change
There could be organizational
changes
Manage change requests for the new
ERP
Dealing with disruption
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Pulling the Trigger

01
02
03

Document your existing processes
This will provide a much better starting point

Evaluate Your Data
There’s no point in carrying forward out-ofdate or inaccurate information

Select your future ERP
Choose based on detailed product demos that
cover the functionality your business needs
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Pulling the Trigger

04

Partner with the right professionals to
help select and to implement

The right skills, level of experience,
references, and number of resources
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Make sure the project plan works for
your company

Don’t sign up for something you can’t
support – give input
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